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The development of natural products and sustainable processes in the cosmetics field, have been a strong industrial trend in recent years. The organogel technology is an innovative method of structuring organic fluids. Its potential in the cosmetic area ranges from the simple structure of vegetable oils to substitute silicone lipogels, a vehicle of drugs that provides fast penetration of actives in skin or its application in structuring emulsions. Fatty alcohols are commonly used components in the cosmetic area and are known for its oil structuring capability. This study aimed to determine the structural characteristics and rheological properties of organogels containing high oleic sunflower oil, medium chain triglycerides, mineral oil and alkyl benzoate, structured with a mixture of cetyl and stearyl alcohol (3:7) at concentrations of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12 and 15% (w/w). After being determined the optimal concentration of structure agent (5% (w/w)), the organogels were evaluated with respect to its consistency (Penetrometer), melting point (Mettler) microstructure (polarized light microscopy (MLP)) and rheological properties (oscillatory rheometer). The results showed strong interactions between organic fluid and the organogelator, that contribute strongly with the morphology of the crystals formed and consequently in the consistency of organogels. The MLP revealed the presence of large needle-like crystals, reaching lengths of more than 100μm, which may, depending on the thickness of the crystal, affect its structuring ability and be perceptible sensory. The rheological behavior was similar among the evaluated organogels. The organogels showed significant variation of G' as a function of frequency, characteristic of a disordered network, despite the good organogelation capacity. This is a possible effect of the occurrence of large crystals. The difference between the microstructure formed explains the observed rheological properties. In addition, the results demonstrate a good structuring ability of the mixture of fatty alcohols. However, the crystals size should be reduced in order to improve the resistance of the structured network formed by the fatty alcohol mixture. 

